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Investing in Things that Delight to Keep Your Soul Alive 

(Sally) I had an abundance of tears one afternoon this week. Life caught up with me and I needed 
to grieve some things that had saddened me but I had no time to process. Our emotions need to 
be expressed for us to stay healthy. Sometimes I can be down about things that I should be able 
to handle!  When I put too much on my plate and spread myself too thin, I am not as able to 
handle all the stress. We all have our lists of ways we are too busy. Yet, we have to monitor our 
commitments an over extending circumstances if we are to last well in this journey, especially 
with “out of the box” different children.  

We are responsible for our own demise at times. We are also responsible for our own delight. 
Whether we end of becoming victims to our story depends on how we plan and invest our lives 
to live as burden free as we can amidst many life burdens. 

Scripture says this about the way we should approach our days:  

 “This is the day the Lord has made, we will rejoice and be glad in it (Psalm 118:24).   

“Taste and see that the Lord is good” (Psalm 34:8)   

“Delight thyself in the Lord and He will give you the desire of your heart” (Psalm 37:4).  

How can we make this happen?  Since so many seem to find difficulty in putting the instruction 
of these verses into practice, we thought we’d get together and come up with some tips and share 
some ways we’ve found to better embrace what God has taught us is key to living an intentional 
life. 

Small Pauses 

Make a list of things you can build into your week that will give you a break, rest, or pleasure.   

• In my life, on a daily basis this means I have a quiet time alone every morning 
(sometimes later in the day, if my morning is crazy.) I keep a stack of books all in one 
spot so I don’t have to go searching, and have 30 minutes every day set aside to read. 
Every afternoon I take a break for tea with something yummy to eat.  

• There are other times set aside for replenishing my heart, too.  Every Saturday morning, 
Joy and I have a little break—we enjoy cheesy egg quesadillas and take a walk 
somewhere in our mountains.  

• Making a regular date with friends is another wonderful idea.  Mom Heart Groups, Bible 
studies, even just inviting one or two ladies over to allow your children to play together 
while you talk can be such a gift. 

• Spoil yourself once in a while: Buy a long lasting candle, a plant, or flowers to give grace 
and color to a room.  

• Find a good online coupon and get a massage when you feel especially down. Physical 
touch heals and calms.  
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• Gather great music that you love. I play music all the time, every day and it gives me and 
the kids lots of grace to our moments. (instrumental, contemporary to dance to with the 
kids gets out a lot of energy, favorite artists, Celtic, movie themes, Pandora, Apple music, 
etc.) All music is therapy to me and to all of my children. 

• Finding and keeping good friends can be difficult.  But friendships in general are a 
wonderful and necessary part of a healthy, sustainable life. Make sure to take time to call 
your friends, even if you need to make a list to remember who and when! Take initiative 
to call or write to them on a regular basis.  Find something you can do as a ministry 
together, or make an effort to build a friendship with someone you’re already ministering 
with! 

• Strong relationships are sustained through common purposes and ideals.  Kristen and 
Misty and I, our Momheart Intensive leadership group, my board – we have built a 
foundation for our friendships through years and years of life and ministry invested 
together.  (Misty notes—even in these relationships, we have to remind ourselves as 
we’re in conversations to set aside our projects and work once in awhile to just say, 
“How are you doing? How are your kids? Your husband?  What’s new with that health 
issue you were dealing with? How’s your soul?”)  

• Getting out in nature always helped us dispel stress. Try hiking in the mountains, 
swimming at the seashore or collecting shells and digging in the sand, playing outdoor 
games, or sleeping out under the stars. 

Kristen adds these thoughts …  

• I write out scripture or quotes with calligraphy or brush pens or even with watercolors- it 
makes me feel like I'm able to express myself artistically, gives me time to ponder those 
words and often produces pieces I can send to friends as an encouragement. 

 
• During my morning quiet times, I also try to write out in longhand whatever is brewing in 

my heart. Its a time where I'm able to identify things I may be carrying that I need to lay 
before Jesus and it also unlocks my brain to be creative for the rest of the day. 

 
• On Friday nights we order pizza or make favorites like hotdogs and spaghetti or nachos 

and watch a family movie with popcorn or a simple dessert. We pile big floor pillows and 
gather blankets and just snuggle up together to kick off our weekend. 

 
• On Sundays, we brunch! After church we try to find places to eat out and enjoy a coffee 

or tea, or in warmer weather, we often grab a loaf of French bread, some cheese and 
salami, a tossed salad and some sliced fruit from a deli or even just the grocery store, and 
make it a picnic at a local park or beach. Then we always take naps or quietly read and 
listen to music at home in the afternoons. 

And from Misty …  

• My own morning quiet times now take place in bed, as my children sleep in late. I’ll 
sneak downstairs to pour myself a cup of coffee and head back up to spend time in The 
Book of Common Prayer and some journaling. Throughout the years, though, different 
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times have worked better—afternoons during their nap time, or evenings after everyone 
had been put in bed. (Do you see a theme? Sleeping children!) Find what works for you, 
and remember you need to read God’s word daily just as you need food on a regular 
basis. 

Sabbath Rest 

• Do you take a break from the stresses in your life at least one day a week?  For me (Sally) 
this happens from Saturday night through Sunday later afternoon. I do no work--  no 
laundry, no heavy tasks.  I call my kids, have family tea time, read, nap—by faith, I leave 
my tasks till Monday because if I do, they will all still be there but I will have a break and 
be better able to deal with them at that time.  (Misty) Once I heard someone say that 
Sabbath means taking a break from doing all the things you normally feel you have to do, 
in order to remind yourself that God is really running the universe and can do so without 
your help! Also, taking some time on Saturday to prepare food for Sunday is a great help. 

• Consider making at least one day of the week a social media-free time.  Many have found 
this practice to be helpful and even necessary to encourage peace on the weekends. 

Anchors for each year 

• Planning ways I can escape at the drop of a hat has helped. I kept books on tape in the car 
with a briefcase for each child with activities to do, books to read, puzzles to solve, pages 
to draw or color. If the atmosphere was getting too “hot” from stress and conflict, often I 
would take some healthy snacks, water bottles, all the above and drive through the 
mountains or country side while every was occupied, listening to music or a book on tape 
and I had therapy just not being needed for a few. 

• Getting season passes to museums, nature centers, the zoo, botanical gardens so that we 
could escape for a stroll. Getting my children out helped to squash some of the stress we 
were feeling closed up at home. 

• Attending a yearly conference helps so much, as I know I will be filled, challenged, and 
reminded I am not alone. 

• Keep some regular series of great shows that you can use at just the right time. (Larkrise 
to Candleford, Winnie the Pooh, Road to Avonlea—a 7 year delightful series) Now, I 
sometimes watch one hour a night of great adult drama series with my adult kids when 
they are home. Gets us through the snowy nights! 

• We have a yearly luncheon at my friend, Sandra’s house.  
• Hosting monthly luncheons and a fall tea have been part of my rhythm for years. 
• Seasonal traditions—Christmas Tea, Broadmoor Breakfast, Valentine appreciation lunch 

for friends, Easter Egg Hunt, 4th of July grilling and fireworks, Family Day, hiking at 
Mueller Park—all these serve as anchors to our year. 

• Plan trips or rest times—make a list of friends you will invest in each year. 
• List places to get away—a state park, lake, pretty downtown streets in your area—think 

of places you could go to listen to music and take a picnic or walk. 
• Take some breaks—museums with artists, a cute English tea shop or antique market, 

farmers market, maybe a ranch or dog park or anything that makes you feel full. 
• Look for free activities online for your area. 
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• Give each of your children a couple of dollars for the dollar store or several dollars they 
earn and take them to Good Will or a second hand store and let them shop for some fun 
treasures. 

• Ask them to write a play, make up costumes, and record it. This and making tents has 
given my children hours of creative play. (I kept a costume box with all sorts of pretend 
possibilities) 

• Plan some culture for your life!  I (Misty) find that while I love to see a concert or go to 
the ballet or symphony or the art museum, too often these opportunities zip by and I’ve 
missed the season or show or whatever it is because I didn’t plan it in advance. It can be a 
good idea to take time once a season to look up what special events are happening in your 
area so you can get them onto the calendar (and into your budget!) and won’t miss out.  

• Seasonal or Yearly Life Planning Time.  The end of the year/beginning of a new calendar 
or school year lend themselves to time set aside to consider what’s working well in your 
life as well as things you may want to change. We can find ourselves exhausted without a 
clear idea why (or any ideas on what to do to improve the situation!) if we don’t take time 
to reflect. 

• Kristen adds … In the fall we always drive to look at leaves as they are changing color 
and visit a local orchard or farm to go apple picking and to choose our pumpkins from the 
pumpkin patch. 

• At Christmastime, we go together to a special shop to choose an annual ornament for 
each family member- something that signifies what the previous year has meant to them. 
We also do a Christmas light drive to look at houses, and try to go to a few craft bazaars 
and go caroling. (Misty adds—this is such a fun tradition, and one we also enjoy! 
Sometimes I send the children off to bed and then get them up a few minutes later and 
bundle them into the truck in their jammies, with Styrofoam cups (with lids!) of hot 
chocolate and maybe a candy cane to enjoy as we drive around.) 

• New Year's Eve is always celebrated with a family bonfire.  (Misty’s family likes to use 
the Christmas tree for this!  We’ve also enjoyed inviting families over, and welcome their 
children, too.  Banging on pots and bowls loudly at midnight is always a big treat they 
look forward to.) 

• In the springtime we take a “signs of spring” nature walk with notebooks and colored 
pencils so we can capture all the new loveliness! 

• May Day is a special day each year as we enjoy delivering flowers to friends and 
neighbors in homemade cone vases.  (Misty adds-We make ours out of simple 
construction paper and yarn to hang on the doorknobs. The kids love hanging the 
flowers, ringing the doorbell and quickly hiding somewhere they can watch the 
discovery!) 

• An annual trip to the lake to play games and be at the water is an important rhythm for us. 
• We try to always have a fire pit and s'mores night every summer. 
• On the 4th of July, BBQ and fireworks are a must. (Misty: I like to add glowsticks and 

simple sparklers to our picnic basket for the kids to enjoy after dark.) 
• A drive to the ocean on birthdays 

This is, of course, a limited list, but my hope is that it might give you some ideas of how to make 
it through some of your hard times with ideas and grace to refuel. Most of all, give yourself 
regular breaks so that you can last well and with some smiles along the way. Creating life helps 
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your children have fond memories of the fun in your home and the ways you created safe places 
for them to burst and be their different selves with grace.  

	


